Numerical simulations of the two-dimensional ͑2D͒ heat flow in a membrane-based microcalorimeter have been performed. The steady-state isotherms and time-dependent heat flow have been calculated for a wide range of sample and membrane thermal conductivities and heat capacities. In the limit of high internal thermal conductivity and low membrane heat capacity, the sample heat capacity determined using the relaxation method with a single time constant is shown to be exact. The fractional contribution of the square 2D membrane border to the total heat capacity is calculated ͑ϳ24%͒. Analysis of the steady-state isotherms provide the 2D geometric factor ͑10.33͒ linking membrane thermal conductance to thermal conductivity, allowing extraction of the thermal conductivity of either the membrane itself or a sample deposited everywhere on the membrane. For smaller internal thermal conductivity and/or larger membrane heat capacity, systematic errors are introduced into the determination of heat capacity and thermal conductivity of a sample analyzed in the standard ͑single time constant͒ relaxation method, as has been previously shown for one dimension. These errors are due to both the changing contribution of the membrane border and to deviations from the ideal semiadiabatic approximation of the relaxation method. The errors are here calculated as a function of the ratios of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of sample and membrane. The differential method of measurement in which the sample heat capacity is taken as the difference between a relaxation method measurement with and without the sample is shown to give significantly smaller errors than the absolute errors of a single measurement. Under standard usage, high internal thermal conductivity is guaranteed by use of a thermal conduction layer such as Cu. The systematic error in this case is an underestimate of true sample heat capacity by less than 2%. The simulation was extended to thermal conditions where a single time constant relaxation approximation cannot be used, specifically, for a sample with low thermal conductivity. Because of the highly precise geometry of these micromachined devices, a comparison between measured and simulated steady-state and time-dependent temperatures is demonstrated to allow extraction of the heat capacity and thermal conductivity of this sample with less uncertainty due to elimination of the Cu heat capacity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the thermal behavior of mesoscopic systems and thin films is a critical issue of solid-state science, both for fundamental and technological reasons. Conventionally, specific heat is measured by thermally isolating the sample from the environment, introducing a known amount of heat, and measuring the resulting temperature rise of the sample. Thermal conductivity is measured by inducing and measuring a temperature gradient along a sample with a well-defined geometry. Both of these measurements become complicated for thin films and small samples. 1 Issues that arise include an inability to completely thermally isolate the sample from the environment due to significant heat flow through the electrical leads used for measuring the temperature and the large background contributions from substrates, thermometers, and heaters which overwhelm the small sample signal. The first problem has been addressed in various ways, including the ac method and the relaxation method. 2, 3 These both require a semiadiabatic arrangement in which the sample is thermally well connected to a heater and thermometer, and thermally well-enough isolated from the environment to permit a separation of internal and external thermal time constants, int Ӷ ext . The second problem, due to the large background contribution ͑called the addenda͒, is dealt with by increasing the precision of the measurement and/or reducing the background by utilizing small thermometers, substrates, etc.
The development of nanofabrication and Simicromachining techniques in the last 10-15 years has led to the use of thin membranes for substrates and thin film heaters, thermometers, and electrical leads, enormously reducing the addenda. 4 -7 Membrane-based devices are now being used in commercial calorimeters, and a program to develop their use in high magnetic fields, including pulsed fields, has begun at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory. In continuous membrane-based devices, a thermal conduction layer is generally used to give an isothermal sample area; the heat flow, however, less clearly meets the desired thermal condition of int Ӷ ext and the contributions of the membrane border and electrical leads to the addenda heat capacity are not obviously defined. In particular, the low thermal diffusivity of the membrane (ϭk/C, for thermal conductivity k, specific heat C, and density ͒ connecting sample to environment is significantly different than the more usual metal leads which have much higher diffusivity. Despite the increasingly widespread use of membrane-based calorimeters, there has not been a quantitative model of the twodimensional ͑2D͒ heat flow.
We have for many years used an amorphous ͑a-͒ Si-N membrane-based calorimeter with thin film heater ͑Pt͒, thermometers ͑Pt for high temperatures; a-Nb-Si alloys for low temperature͒, and electrical leads ͑Pt͒ to measure the specific heat of a wide variety of thin film and small single crystal samples over a wide temperature range in magnetic fields up to 8 T. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Somewhat similar membrane-based devices are used by Allen's group for high-temperature scanning calorimetric studies, e.g., of the melting of nanoparticles. 14 The geometry of our membrane-based calorimeter is shown in Fig. 1 . The sample is deposited onto the central 0.25 cm ϫ0.25 cm area of one side of the 1800-Å-thick 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm continuous membrane; the heater and thermometers are on the opposite side, electrically isolated but thermally well connected to the sample ͑this point will be further discussed below͒. Thermal isolation of the sample from the environment ͑long ext ) is achieved by the low thermal conductance of the thin amorphous membrane surrounding the central sample area. Good internal thermal conductivity ͑short int ) is created by depositing a film of high thermal conductivity ͑e.g., Ag, Au, Al, and Cu͒ under or over the sample, in the same central 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm area.
We use the relaxation method for measurements, allowing us to test that we have met the condition int Ӷ ext . In this method, a known amount of power P is dissipated in the heater, causing the sample temperature to rise ⌬T above the environment temperature T 0 . At time tϭ0, P is set to zero and the time dependence of the relaxation of the sample temperature ⌬T(t) is measured. In the limit, int Ӷ ext , where a single time constant ⌬Te Ϫt/ ext is seen in the temperature decay, the heat capacity of the sample plus addenda c s ϩc a is given by ext , where ϭ P/⌬T ͑in W/K͒ is the thermal link connecting sample area to environment. ͑In this article, c will refer to an extensive heat capacity and C to an intensive specific heat per mole or per g͒. The sample specific heat is determined by making a separate measurement of a device with thermal conduction layer only, giving c a ϭ ext Ј Ј. Experimentally, it has been shown that Јϭ to the accuracy of the measurement ͑ϳ1%͒, for devices taken from the same processing wafer, when corrections are made for variations in the thickness of the Pt leads ͑based on the measured resistance of the Pt heater and precise knowledge of its area; without this correction, variations are several %͒. 15, 16 This differential technique of measurement, in which c a is measured separately from c s ϩc a is a crucial part of the relaxation method, not simply a mathematical construction. We will show from the simulations that the systematic error ͑for high but not infinite internal thermal conductivity͒ made FIG. 1. ͑a͒ Photolithographic layout of calorimeter, including outer 1 cmϫ1 cm Si frame ͑shaded͒ and 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm membrane area ͑clear͒. Shaded square at center is 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm sample area. Dark lines are Pt; serpentine paths are Pt heater and thermometer, straight lines are leads to these and to the two Nb-Si thermometers T1 and T2 ͑cross-hatched regions͒; ͑b͒ layout used for numerical simulation; 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm membrane area only. The heater is drawn in the central sample area as well as the Pt leads connecting the Nb-Si T2 thermometer; Pt thermometer and leads to T1 are not included in most simulations as they did not significantly change the results but added computation time. The position of the thermometers is ͑0;ϩ0.1͒ ͑T1͒ and ͑0;Ϫ0.1͒ ͑T2͒; and ͑c͒ mesh used to solve the heat equation consisting of 6000 nodes. All lengths in cm. in measuring c s differentially is less than the systematic error made in each measurement separately.
Adding the thermal conduction layer is essential to guaranteeing int Ӷ ext , but has the disadvantage of increasing the background heat capacity c a . The specific heat and thermal conductivity of the sample also determine the relaxation ⌬T(t) even without the thermal conduction layer although the relaxation cannot then be fit by a single time constant. Since the geometry of the microcalorimeters is known with great accuracy, it is possible to perform a numerical simulation of the heat transfer and to adjust the thermal parameters until the numerical results fits the measured steady state and relaxation response.
In this article, we present numerical simulations of the steady-state and time-dependent heat flow in the Si-N membrane-based calorimeter both with and without a thermal conductivity layer. These simulations yield three important results. First, with the thermal conduction layer, in the limit of high ratios of sample/membrane thermal conductivity and specific heat, the relaxation method using a single time constant ext is shown to be exact, and the exact contributions of the 2D membrane border and the ͓not quite onedimensional ͑1D͔͒ electrical leads to the addenda heat capacity c a are derived. In this same limit, the 2D geometry factor connecting the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the membrane to the thermal link is derived ͑including the effects of the Pt leads͒. This 2D geometric factor allows us to extract the thermal conductivity of a sample deposited onto the entire 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm membrane ͑in the limit that the thermal conductance of sample and membrane add in parallel and that radiation can be neglected͒. Second, as the ratios of sample to membrane k and C are reduced, we derive the systematic error in the standard relaxation method of determining c s , and show a method for making a first order correction to compensate for this systematic error. We also demonstrate that using a differential technique ͑relaxation method measurements of microcalorimeter before and after adding the sample͒ significantly reduces this systematic error compared to calculations based on a single measurement. Measurements with microcalorimetry devices under standard operating conditions (a-Si-N membrane and Cu thermal conduction layer of comparable thickness͒ are shown to have an absolute accuracy of better than 2% at all temperatures, based on the ratio of a-Si-N to Cu thermal conductivity and specific heat. Third, the steady state and time dependent ⌬T for a sample of low thermal conductivity ͑with no parallel thermal conduction layer, where int ϳ ext ) is analyzed and demonstrated to allow extraction of c s with somewhat greater accuracy than the usual single time constant method permits due to reduced c a . In this limit, an improved thermometry design is proposed which would increase the accuracy still further.
II. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The numerical simulation of heat flow used the Matlab® package ͑Mathworks͒ pdetool. 17 As the thickness of the membrane is 1.8ϫ10
Ϫ5 cm, orders of magnitude smaller than the characteristic lengths in the plane, the temperature can be safely approximated with the solution of the 2D heat transfer equation. In this limit, the time constant associated with thermal diffusion in the perpendicular direction is much faster than the relaxation in the in-plane direction. The temperature is, therefore, assumed not to depend on the vertical coordinate and the three-dimensional ͑3D͒ heat transfer equation can be integrated along the vertical direction. The relevant local coefficients for the 2D differential equation become k 2D ϭk•t, c 2D ϭ•t•C and P 2D ϭ P tot /S where k (W/K cm) is the thermal conductivity, C (J/Kg) is the specific heat per unit mass, c 2D ͑J/K cm 2 ) the heat capacity per unit surface area, ͑g/cm 3 ͒ is the density, t (cm) is the thickness of the film, P tot (W) is the total power dissipated in the heater, and S (cm 2 ) the surface area of the heater. When two films are superposed, it is assumed that the superposition is linear, meaning that the local conductivity k 2D ͑W/K) ͑or heat capacity c 2D ) is the sum of the two separate contributions. For example, for positions (x,y) where a sample ͑such as Cr or Cu͒ is on the a-Si-N membrane, k 2D ϭk 2D,s ϩk 2D,m , and c 2D ϭc 2D,s ϩc 2D,m . ͑When both a sample, such as Cr, and Cu are on the membrane, c 2D,s and k 2D,s will refer to the sum of their separate contributions͒. At very low temperatures, these two assumptions-2D approximation of the heat transfer and linear superposition of k 2D and c 2D for two or more layers-would need to be reconsidered due to Kapitza thermal boundary resistance and possible changes in surface scattering once the phonon mean free path exceeds the membrane thickness ͑experimentally estimated to occur somewhat below 10 K for thickness 1.8ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm). 15, 18 An expanded view of the geometry used for the calculation is shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . The 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm square is covered with a-Si-N and the sample ͑the term ''sample'' will include a Cu conduction layer in the sample space͒ is located on the 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm square at the center ͑depos-ited directly on the a-Si-N). Power is assumed to be dissipated uniformly in the areas occupied by the Pt heater ͓the serpentine path in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . The a-Si-N membrane is deposited on a single crystal Si͑100͒ chip ͑with good thermal conductivity͒, which is attached to a sample holder whose temperature is regulated at a block temperature T 0 . We, therefore, fixed the external boundary of the 0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm square to be at a constant temperature T 0 . Experiments are performed under high vacuum, so convective heat transfer and conduction through a gas can be neglected ͑experimen-tally, high vacuum is essential as heat transfer through the gas is highly variable and irreproducible͒. Radiative heat transfer is here neglected, but in fact contributes significantly at temperatures above approximately 100 K; an analysis of the radiative contribution is given in Refs. 4 and 15. The thermal contributions of the Pt heater and wide heater leads ͓shown in Fig. 1͑b͔͒ were included in all calculations.
The temperature is considered at position ͑0;ϩ0.1͒ and ͑0;Ϫ0.1͒, corresponding to the centers of a-Nb x Si 1Ϫx thermometers T1 and T2, respectively. The lower-temperature, lower-resistance thermometer T1 is a wide, short resistor path ͑ϳ2ϫ0.03 mm 2 ͒; the higher-temperature, higherresistance thermometer T2 is a narrower, longer resistor path ͑ϳ0.8ϫ0.2 mm 2 ͒. 19 Any nonuniformity of temperature within the sample area will have a bigger impact on T1 than T2 due to this difference in aspect ratios. The thermal contribution from the narrow Pt leads of thermometer T2 were included but changed the results very little. The contribution from the narrow leads of thermometer T1 and from a second narrow Pt thermometer ͓the interleaved serpentine path seen in Fig. 1͑a͔͒ affected the calculations even less ͑less than 1% change at position T1͒, and were, therefore, neglected as their inclusion more than doubled the calculation time.
The 2D heat transfer equation
was solved using the finite element method as described in Ref. 17 , using a 6000 node mesh drawn on the geometry of Fig. 1͑b͒ using an adaptive mesh generator, as shown in Fig.  1͑c͒ . The relative error tolerance, which controls the number of correct digits, was set to 10 Ϫ8 for all calculations. This value corresponds to the accuracy of the computed solution. The absolute error tolerance, which determines the accuracy when a solution approaches zero, was set to 10 Ϫ9 . To provide a comparison with the simulations, at temperature T 0 ϭ20.3 K, measurements of both steady-state and time-dependent temperatures were made for: ͑1͒ an empty ͑bare͒ membrane device with heaters and thermometers but no sample or thermal conduction layer; ͑2͒ a similar device after depositing a 1035-Å-thick Cr sample; and ͑3͒ the same device after depositing an 1800-Å-thick Cu thermal conduction layer onto the Cr sample. Measurements ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ were performed on the same device; measurement ͑1͒ on a different device from the same wafer which limits the variation to a few percent. 4, 16 The Cr film was prepared by ac sputtering. Its thickness was measured on a Si substrate located close to the calorimeter during deposition by Dektak profilometry. The specific heat of the Cr sample was previously reported from 4 to 300 K in Ref. 16 , derived using the standard single time constant analysis of device ͑3͒ with the Cu conduction layer. The thickness of the a-Si-N membrane ͑1800 Å͒ was determined by ellipsometry. The Cu was deposited by thermal evaporation and its thickness determined by Dektak profilometry on a neighboring substrate. For each device, power Pϭ0.576 W was dissipated in the 1500 ⍀ Pt heater, causing an increase of temperature of approximately 0.3 K. This temperature increase is kept small so that the temperature variation of the thermal parameters is negligible. The temperature of the sample area is obtained from the resistance of the highly sensitive a-Nb x Si 1Ϫx thermometers T1 and T2, which are calibrated during each measurement against a commercial Cernox thermometer ͑see Ref. 4 for details͒. Measurements were made both in steady state ͑con-stant P͒ and as a function of time after turning off the heater power.
The parameters needed for the simulation, k 2D,Pt , k 2D,m , k 2D,s , c 2D,Pt , c 2D,m , and c 2D,s , all depend on temperature. This parameter space is made even larger by the need to simulate the effects of adding a second sample layer onto a first layer ͑the differential method͒, with these two layers having typically quite different properties ͑e.g., Cu conduction layer and sample͒. Only the ratios of these numbers are important to the primary goals of this work ͑establishing limits of accuracy of the relaxation method and contributions to the addenda͒, but this still leaves a large parameter space. Simulations were therefore performed using values of k 2D,Pt , k 2D,m , c 2D,Pt , and c 2D,m determined at 20.3 K, with k 2D,s and c 2D,s for both the first and second layers allowed to vary. The results obtained will be plotted as a function of k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m , since these are the important parameters that control the absolute accuracy of the relaxation method. The parameter space is too large to also include all possible values of k 2D,Pt and c 2D,Pt . We will show that the effects of the Pt are relatively small and are linearly additive. The majority of simulations were therefore performed with fixed Pt values. The results obtained can be generalized to other temperatures and other values of k 2D,m and c 2D,m , as long as the Pt ͑and Nb-Si or other thermometers͒ remains a relatively small ͑Ͻ20%͒ contribution to the total heat capacity and thermal conductance.
The thermal conductivity and specific heat of the membrane at 20.3 K will be determined experimentally by comparison with simulations on an empty membrane device as well as one with a Cu conduction layer, as discussed in the Results section below. The thermal conductivity of Pt at 20.3 K was determined from the measured resistivity of the Pt heater at 20.3 K, where it has empirically reached a limiting residual resistivity. Assuming the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz relation in the residual resistivity limit, we obtain k Pt ϭ22 mW/K cm and k 2D,Pt ϭ0.110 W/K ͑Pt thickness is 500 Å͒. The Pt heat capacity c Pt was calculated from a Debye temperature of 240 K and a coefficient of the linear electronic term of 6.80 mJ/K 2 mol, giving c Pt ϭ1.23 J/K mol and c 2D,Pt ϭ0.69 J/K cm 2 at 20.3 K. The effect of the Pt contributions was explicitly studied by allowing this to vary in some simulations.
III. RESULTS

A. Steady state: ٢TÕ٢tÄ0
In this section, we first calculate the isothermal contour lines in steady state for constant power P for various ratios of internal to external thermal conductivity. We then compare these simulations with the experimentally determined values of ⌬T using both thermometers T1 and T2, for an empty membrane, a membrane with a low conductivity sample ͑Cr͒, and a membrane with the standard high thermal conductivity Cu sample. These experiments and the comparison with the simulations allow us to extract the thermal conductivity of the a-Si-N comprising the membrane and of the Cr and give us the 2D geometry factor connecting the thermal conductivity k with the thermal conductance . The systematic error introduced by a less than infinite internal thermal conductivity is then derived and discussed, and the ratio of internal to external thermal conductivity under typical experimental conditions ͑a Cu thermal conduction layer͒ is plotted as a function of temperature, giving an upper limit on the systematic error in k of less than approximately 1.5% under typical conditions. Figure 2 shows the steady-state isotherms calculated for the microcalorimeter with various ratios of (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m using k 2D,Pt ϭ0.110 W/K ͑the value at 20.3 K͒. (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m is the ratio of the 2D thermal conductivity in the central sample area which consists of sample and membrane (ϭk 2D,s ϩk 2D,m ) to the 2D thermal conductivity of the membrane border area. The highest temperature is found near the center of the sample area, at the sample heater. Twenty equally spaced contours are shown for ratios of 1, 2, and 10; 50 are shown for ratios of 50 and 100 ͑in order to display the small gradient still seen in the sample area͒. The isothermal contours do not depend on T 0 or on P,
Isothermal contour plots for (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ϭ͑a͒ 1 ͑empty membrane͒, ͑b͒ 2 ͑e.g., Cr only͒, ͑c͒ 10, ͑d͒ 50, ͑e͒ 100 ͑standard experimental conditions with Cu conduction layer͒. For ͑a͒-͑c͒, 5% contours are shown; for ͑d͒ and ͑e͒ 2% contours are shown. For these figures, k 2D,Pt ϭ0.11 W/K was used, the value estimated at 20.3 K.
but they do require that k 2D,s and k 2D,m be independent of temperature over the temperature interval ⌬T, which therefore must be small compared to T 0 . When the thermal conductivity ratio is small, e.g., 2, the 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm central sample area is far from isothermal; the temperature drops from its maximum value at the heater to approximately 75% of this at the position of thermometer T2 and 65% at the position of T1. When this ratio is large, e.g., 100, the 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm sample area is isothermal to within 2%, and the temperature gradient is nearly entirely found in the border membrane surrounding the sample area. It is important to note that these % are relative to ⌬T max at the heater position, which is of order 0.01*T 0 , and hence, reflect very small overall temperature differences.
The effect of the Pt leads was studied by repeating the above simulations while varying k 2D,Pt over a range from 0 to 0.18 W/K. With increasing k 2D,Pt , ⌬T decreases for constant P, as expected due to this increasing thermal link. The simulations show that P/⌬T increases linearly over this range, as would be expected from a simple addition of parallel thermal conduction paths ͑membraneϩPt leads͒. ͑At 20 K, radiation is negligible, so is due to thermal conduction through the membrane and the Pt leads.͒ Comparisons of the shapes of the isotherms calculated with and without the Pt leads to thermometer T2 and as a function of k 2D,Pt show very little difference, although they slightly increase the thermal homogeneity around T2. Including the T1 Pt leads would similarly slightly improve the thermal homogeneity, but added significant calculation time and hence were left out.
As the sample thermal conductivity k 2D,s decreases, the simulated ⌬T at T1 and T2 increases ͑for the same P͒, even though both k 2D,m and k 2D,Pt are unchanged, because the sample area is no longer isothermal. In the standard relaxation method measurement, with a high intemal thermal conductivity layer such as Cu, P/⌬T is the thermal link ͑W/K͒ connecting the sample to the environment, used to obtain the heat capacity cϭ ext . Figure 3 shows the calculated dependence of P/͕⌬T2͖ on k 2D,s ͑with k 2D,m fixed at 0.190 W/K and Pϭ0.576 W), including the effects of the Pt leads shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . ⌬T2 begins to increase and P/͕⌬T2͖ to decrease below the high ratio limit for k 2D,s Ͻ100*k 2D,m ; it is reduced by 20% by k 2D,s ϭ4*k 2D,m .
Although the detailed temperature profiles cannot be directly measured with the present design of the microcalorimeters, the temperatures measured by thermometers T1 and T2 provide experimental verification of results shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and allow us to extract parameters of the devices, such as the thermal conductivity of the membrane and the Cr sample layer, and an approximate value for the Cu used as a thermal conducting layer. The experimentally measured ⌬T and P/⌬T for thermometers T1 and T2 are reported in Table  I for power Pϭ0.576 W dissipated in the heater. With the Cu thermal conduction layer ͑measurement 3͒, the temperature difference between T1 and T2 is small, of order 1%, consistent with Fig. 2͑e͒ , suggesting a thermal conductivity ratio of approximately 100. In measurements 1 and 2, without the Cu layer, ⌬T is seen in Table I to be significantly larger than it is in measurement 3, and is dependent on thermometer, consistent with Fig. 2 . For the empty membrane ͑measurement 1͒, because thermometer T1 extends over such a large area, covering several isotherms, ⌬T1 is not meaningful and is not reported. For the device with Cr sample only ͑measurement 2͒, the difference in temperatures ⌬T1 and ⌬T2 is significant and consistent with the isotherms shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ , which show T2 at approximately the 20% isotherm and the more distributed thermometer T1 extending from approximately the 35% to the 45% isotherms.
From the measured ⌬T shown in Table I , we are able to determine the thermal conductivity of the membrane k 2D,m at 20.3 K through comparison with numerical simulations, including the effects of the Pt leads (k 2D,Pt ϭ0.110 W/K). We varied k 2D,m so that the calculated temperature ⌬T2 at the position ͑0;Ϫ0.1͒ equals the experimental values given in Table I Table I͒ , using Pϭ0.576 W and the calculated k 2D,Pt ϭ0.11 W/K. For high intemal thermal conductivity ͑large k 2D,s /k 2D,m ), P/⌬Tϭ, the thermal link which includes thermal conduction through both the membrane and the Pt leads. The contribution of the Pt leads is approximately 8% of the total . TABLE I. Measured temperatures at thermometers T1 and T2 for power Pϭ0.576 W dissipated in the heater with the Si frame held at temperature T 0 ϭ20.3 K for an empty membrane, a membrane with a 1035 Å Cr layer in the sample area, and a membrane with both Cr and Cu conduction layer in sample area. With the Cu conduction layer, P/⌬Tϭ, the thermal link connecting the sample to the environment used to obtain the total heat capacity c tot ϭ ext . ducibility of these micromachined devices. The small difference between these values, measured on two different devices, are attributed to slightly different thickness and perhaps composition of the a-Si-N membrane. They are in the range of variation reported in other work. 4, 12 The average of these values k 2D,m ϭ0.190 W/K gives the thermal conductivity of the a-Si-N membrane k m ϭ10.6 mW/K cm at 20 K, consistent with other measurements of low stress a-Si-N. 15, 20 In the following calculations, we will use the value k 2D,m ϭ0.194 W/K when measurements made on the empty microcalorimeter are under consideration and 0.186 W/K for the Cr or CrϩCu microcalorimeter.
Next, we consider measurement 2. Here, the 2D thermal conductivity of the Cr is added to that of the membrane ͑and the Pt in the places shown in Fig. 1, using k 2D Fig. 2͑b͒ , we estimate the expected value of ⌬T1ϭ0.30 K, very close to the measured value of 0.29 K ͑note again that the distributed nature of T1 makes it a less good thermometer when the sample area is not isothermal͒.
For a high ratio of internal to external thermal conductivity (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m , we calculate the 2D geometrical factor relating the thermal link ͑ϵmeasured P/⌬T) to the local, microscopic parameter k 2D,m . In the limit of thermal conduction solely through the 2D membrane, i.e., with k 2D,Pt ϭ0, we find that ϭ10.33 k 2D,m ϭ10.33 k m t m . As discussed above, the simulations show that the Pt leads contribute linearly to the thermal link . Thus,
where Pt ϭk 2D,Pt w/l is the thermal link of the Pt leads calculated from their lengths and widths. The 2D geometrical number 10.33 can be qualitatively understood by considering a 1D model of the membrane as having four equal ''legs,'' each with width wϭ0.25 cm and length lϭ0.125 cm, therefore w/l*4ϭ8, plus a contribution from the square area corners which was estimated graphically in our original work as an additional 20%, or could even more naively be considered as This analysis also allows us to determine the thermal conductivity k f of a film of thickness t f deposited on top of the whole membrane including the border area, with a thick Cu thermal conduction layer in the central sample area only. In this configuration (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ӷ1, hence, the thermal conductivity k f of the film is found from the following expression:
where Pt is the thermal conductance of the Pt leads ( Pt ϭk Pt t/͓Lw͔, and t, L, and w are the Pt thickness, and length and combined width of the lithographically defined Pt leads͒. We have used this technique to measure the thermal conductivity of various thin film samples over a wide temperature range, including effects of radiation losses which become appreciable above 100 K. 15 In order to extend these results to the entire temperature range of measurement, k 2D,m (T) and the ratio k 2D,s /k 2D,m (T) are needed, where k 2D,s is the conductivity of the Cu thermal conduction layer deposited in the sample area. To obtain these, we made careful measurements of a device with a thick Cu conduction layer to ensure a large (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ) ratio and used Eq. ͑2͒. The contribution of the Pt leads, Pt , was calculated from their geometry and measured resistivity using the Wiedemann-Franz relation ͑we note that the Pt contribution to is less than 20% at all temperatures. 15 The thermal conductivity of the Cu conduction layer k Cu was estimated from the measured resistivity of the thermally evaporated Cu used for our conduction layers using the Wiedemann-Franz relation. An improved determination of the ratio k 2D,Cu /k 2D,m can be made in the future by directly measuring the thermal conductivity k(T) of Pt and Cu; the estimate shown here however is good to within a factor of 2, which is sufficient for present purposes. Figure 4 shows the experimentally-determined k Cu , k m , and the ratio of k Cu /k m for our devices as a function of temperature. Since the thickness of the Cu and the membrane are approximately the same, k 2D,Cu /k 2D,m Ϸk Cu /k m Ͼ100 at all temperatures. Based on this, the systematic error made by using Eq. ͑3͒ to determine the thermal conductivity of a film placed across the entire membrane using a 2000 Å Cu ther- FIG. 4 . Approximate experimental ratio of thermal conductivity of Cu k Cu used for thermal conduction layer and low stress LPCVD Si-N k SiN x ϭk m used for membrane vs T. Inset shows values ͑*100 for Si-N͒. k Cu is estimated from measurements of electrical resistivity of Cu samples prepared at the same time as the thermal conduction layer using Wiedemann-Franz, k SiN x is determined from the measured ϭ P/⌬T for a device with a Cu thermal conduction layer to give good intemal thermal conductivity and well defined ⌬T. Following Eq. ͑2͒, Pt has been calculated and subtracted from the measured , and the resulting SiN x has been divided by the geometric factor 10.33 and multiplied by membrane thickness t SiN x ϭ1800 Å to get k SiN x . mal conduction layer in the sample area is to underestimate the real thermal conductivity of the membrane or sample by the fractional change shown in Fig. 3 ; for k 2D,Cu /k 2D,m Ͼ100, this is Ͻ1.5% ͑ϭthe % decrease in P/⌬T for T2 at finite k 2D,Cu /k 2D,m compared to the extremely high k 2D,Cu /k 2D,m limit͒ which is within the uncertainty in film thickness for most cases. It is also possible to use the simulated P/⌬T values shown in Fig. 3 to make a correction by extracting the geometric factor connecting a given P/⌬T ͑for T1 or T2͒ with k 2D,m , at least in the limit where the sample area is nearly isothermal ͓large but not infinite (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ], since Fig. 3 is at constant k 2D ,m . For example, at a ratio of 100, a common lower limit for the devices reached through use of a Cu conduction layer, the contour lines of Fig. 2 and the simulation data in Fig. 3 show that the geometrical factor is reduced from 10.33 to 10.0 for T2 ͑the same 1.5% correction͒.
B. Time dependence: PÄ0
In this section, we turn to the analysis of the relaxation ⌬T(t). Experimentally, the relaxation is measured by switching off ͑at time tϭ0) the current flowing in the heater and recording the relaxation of the off-null voltage across thermometers T1 and T2, using an ac bridge described in Ref. 4 . In the high ratio limit (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ӷ1 produced by a parallel thermal conduction layer such as the 1800 Å of Cu used here in measurement 3, we have previously shown experimentally that a single time constant is seen, out to 7 ext . 4 We start by comparing simulation and experiment of the time dependence for the empty calorimeter in order to extract the specific heat of the a-Si-N membrane at 20.3 K, the temperature chosen for absolute calibration purposes. We then turn to simulations of the relaxation response of the membrane with a sample of various thermal conductivity and specific heat. We show that even for a relatively low ratio of sample to membrane thermal conductivity, fits to a single time constant can be used to extract the sample heat capacity, and we derive the systematic errors introduced by this method as a function of this ratio. We also derive the contributions to the total heat capacity of the membrane border and the Pt leads. We then study the differential method directly, simulating ͑a͒ an initial sample layer ͑e.g., of Cu͒, followed by a second identical layer, as in a calibration measurement, and ͑b͒ with the second layer being a more normal sample with high heat capacity but relatively low thermal conductivity. The systematic error in this differential method is shown to be less than in the single layers, and is derived as a function of the ratio of internal to external thermal conductivity and sample to membrane specific heat. This systematic error is shown to be less than 2% under standard operating conditions of a Cu conduction layer with thickness equal to that of the membrane. Finally, a method for an iterative correction for this systematic error is discussed. Figure 5 shows the simulated ͑line͒ and experimental ͑circles͒ temperature relaxation for an empty calorimeter, with no thermal conduction layer, using thermometer T2 for T 0 ϭ20.3 K. The inset shows the semilog plot of the data and simulation. In the simulation, k 2D,m ϭ0.194 W/K was taken from the comparison between the steady state simulation and the measurements made on the same device, as described earlier, and k 2D,Pt ϭ0.11 W/K, and c 2D,Pt ϭ0.69 J/K cm 2 . The parameter c 2D,m was then varied and the calculated relaxation compared with the measured temperature relaxation. Figure 6 shows the sum of the square error ͑SE͒ as a function of the parameter c 2D,m calculated from time tϭ2.4 to t ϭ90 ms, which corresponds to 95% of the relaxation. These SE points were fitted with a fourth-order polynomial whose minimum was found for c 2D,m ϭ0.2669 J/K cm 2 , giving C m ϭ0.0148 J/K cm 3 ϭ0.0051 J/K g at 20.3 K, using a den- sity of 2.9 g/cm 3 for low stress low-pressure chemical vapor deposition ͑LPCVD͒ a-Si-N from Refs. 21 and 22. This is significantly smaller than the specific heat of silicon oxide at 20 K. The solid line in Fig. 5 shows the relaxation calculated using this value; the difference between this calculation and experiment is shown in the inset of Fig. 6 .
Empty calorimeter: Membrane heat capacity
We will use the 20.3 K value found here for c 2D,m for the simulations discussed below, but in order to extend the results to the entire temperature range of measurement, c 2D,m (T) and c 2D,Cu /c 2D,m (T) is needed. One approach would be to measure and simulate the relaxation curves for the bare membrane at all temperatures. Instead, by using a high thermal conductivity layer such as Cu for c 2D,s , measurements of the addenda heat capacity ͑membrane with Cu conduction layer͒ were analyzed using results derived in the next section to give the membrane heat capacity from measurements of P/⌬T and from a simple fit to e (Ϫt/) . With the Cu conduction layer, to an absolute accuracy of a few % ͑discussed in the next section͒, the total heat capacity c tot ϭP/⌬T can be written as a sum of the heat capacity of the Cu plus the membrane including a contribution from the membrane border ͑to be numerically analyzed in the next section͒ plus the Pt and Nb-Si heaters and thermometers. ͑The total contribution of Pt and Nb-Si is less than 15% of c tot at all temperatures͒. 23 The specific heat of Cu can be directly measured by adding a second ͑sample͒ layer of Cu, or from the literature values for Cu, 24 allowing extraction of c 2D,m to ϳ10% accuracy, which is more than sufficient to make an estimate of c 2D,s /c 2D,m needed in the following sections. Using this procedure, c 2D,m has been determined as a function of temperature, and is shown in Fig. 7 along with c 2D,s /c 2D,m vs T for c 2D,s calculated for an 1800-Å-thick Cu conduction layer. The specific heat derived by this means of the low stress a-Si-N is discussed in a separate publication; 23 we note here only that the molar specific heat is low at all temperatures, indicative of a high Debye temperature D ͑for crystalline Si 3 N 4 , D is 1130 K, 25 so a high value for the amorphous material is not surprising͒.
Calorimeter with sample
To model the standard experimental relaxation method, time-dependent relaxation curves were simulated for the membrane with sample layers of various specific heat and thermal conductivity. For sample layers where a single exponential decay provides a reasonably good description of the results, the quality of the fit and the contributions of the membrane border and the Pt leads are obtained and discussed ͑Sec. III B 2 a͒. In Sec. III B 2 b, we consider the differential method in which the sample heat capacity is determined from the difference between two measurements: the membrane with a first sample layer ͑typically, Cu͒, which provides the addenda, and the same membrane with the first layer and an added sample layer. The second sample layer was considered to have either similar properties to the first layer ͑as in a calibration measurement where both are Cu͒, or significantly lower thermal conductivity as in a standard measurement of a sample of interest. The membrane specific heat and thermal conductivity were held constant ͑their values at 20.3 K were used͒ but we reiterate that it is the ratios of k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m that are important.
a. Single sample layer and contributions of membrane border and Pt leads In the first set of simulations, we took the specific heat of the sample as fixed ͑values for a typical metal were used͒ and studied the effect of changing its thermal conductivity and thickness ͑which changes both k 2D,s and c 2D,s , and more importantly k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m ). The temperature at the position of thermometer T2 ͑0;Ϫ0.1͒ was calculated for 150 equally spaced times. The initial conditions at tϭ0 were set using the calculated static distribution of temperatures as described in the preceding section. In order to more clearly observe the dependence of the parameters obtained on the ratio of k 2D,s /k 2D,m , we performed this set of simulations primarily without the Pt contributions ͑i.e., with k 2D,Pt ϭc 2D,Pt ϭ0); tests of the Pt contribution will be discussed below.
The values used for the calculations are k 2D,m ϭ0.2 W/K, c 2D,m ϭ0.3 J/K cm 2 , and sample specific heat c 2D,s from 0.1 to 300 J/K cm 2 ͑giving a range of c 2D,s /c 2D,m from 0.3 to 1000; a typical metal at 20.3 K might have Cϭ0.055 J/K cm 3 ; this then corresponds to thicknesses from 180 Å to 45 m͒. The 2D sample thermal conductivity k 2D,s was allowed to range over five decades, from equal to the membrane thermal conductivity to 10 5 greater. The steady-state results for ϭ P/⌬T are shown above in Fig. 3 and are not affected by c 2D,s .
The time-dependent temperature relaxation of T2 was fit to a single exponential e (Ϫt/) between 100% and 0.3% of the initial tϭ0 value. The quality of this fit as well as the value for were determined. The total specific heat from the simu- lation was then determined from c tot ϭP/⌬T, as in the experiments. Figure 8 shows the results for two sets of samples with c 2D,s comparable to c 2D,m the limit most commonly used for these devices as a function of k 2D,s /k 2D,m .
A single exponential decay is found to be a good description of the relaxation for high internal thermal conductivity k 2D,s /k 2D,m , for c 2D,s comparable to or greater than c 2D,m , as expected based on simple models for the heat flow in the standard semiadiabatic limit. When k 2D,s /k 2D,m drops below 10, there starts to be significant deviation from a single exponential decay, but even as low as 2, the relaxation can still be fit with a single exponential, albeit less well ͓as measured by the higher normalized residual, shown in Fig.  8͑c͔͒ . Qualitatively, the relaxation ⌬T(t) in this limit can be viewed as a simple exponential with a time delay. The Fig. 5 inset shows the extreme example of k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ0; here, the delay is obvious, yet the data can be fit to a simple exponential which gives a result within a factor of 2 of the exact fit derived above ͑the systematic error, to be discussed below, is large in this case͒. We explored the use of different types of fits, but found that the single exponential fit, even in the low k 2D,s /k 2D,m limit, yielded data that were the most interpretable in terms of the desired heat capacity. Figure 9 shows a generalization of Fig. 8͑c͒ ; normalized residuals are plotted as a function of c 2D,s /c 2D,m for a high, a moderate, and a relatively low value of k 2D,s /k 2D,m (5ϫ10 6 , 100, and 10͒. A single exponential decay is only exact in the limit of high c 2D,s /c 2D,m and k 2D,s /k 2D,m . For lower c 2D,s /c 2D,m , even when k 2D,s /k 2D,m is very large, deviations from pure exponentials are seen ͓normalized residuals of 1%-2%, as in Fig. 8͑c͔͒ , attributable to the finite thermal diffusivity of the membrane itself.
Figures 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ show that for high k 2D,s , values for and c tot are independent of k 2D,s , hence, independent of the ratio k 2D,s /k 2D,m , as expected. They begin to deviate significantly when k 2D,s /k 2D,m drops below 100, for all c 2D,s studied. The deviation in and c tot is 10%-15% at k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ2, the lowest ratio studied.
The heat capacity c tot contains contributions from the sample layer (c 2D,s A s ), the Pt heater, the Pt leads, and the membrane both directly under the sample area (c 2D,m A s ) and in the border area, where A s is the area of the sample ͑0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm͒ and A b is the area of the membrane border ͓͑0.5 cmϫ0.5 cm͒Ϫ͑0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm͔͒. The Pt heater in the sample area contributes its full heat capacity (c 2D,Pt A Pt ). The contributions of the Pt leads and of the membrane border are less straightforward. In 1D, the contribution of the leads to the total specific heat has been solved analytically in the limit k s ӷk m and c s Ͼc m ; approximately 1/3 of their total specific heat contributes. However, even in 1D, this contribution is not exactly 1/3 but depends on the ratio of c s to c m ͑see, e.g., Ref. 26 , and references therein͒. In 2D, the analysis is less straightforward. We have, therefore, performed numerical simulations to determine the contribution of the 2D membrane border to c tot as a function of the ratio c 2D,s /c 2D,m and k 2D,s /k 2D,m .
For this set of simulations, we did not include the Pt leads as their 1D nature would complicate the interpretation of the 2D membrane contribution ͑i.e., we set k 2D,Pt ϭc 2D,Pt ϭ0). We, therefore, define the fractional contribution of the Figure 10 shows X as a function of c 2D,s /c 2D,m for various k 2D,s /k 2D,m ͑from 10 to 5ϫ10 6 ). For high internal thermal conductivity, the average value is ϳ0.24, somewhat less than the 1D value of 1/3 as would be expected for a square 2D membrane. ͓Qualita-tively, the corners do not contribute much to the specific heat; the isotherms in Fig. 2 show their temperature to be close to the block temperature T 0 ; also, qualitatively, treating the membrane border as four 1D leads, each 0.125 cm long and 0.25 cm wide, and taking 1/3 of this, gives a contribution close to ͑within 11% of͒ the exact solution.͔ For values of k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ100-400 ͑similar to what is experimentally generally used, see Fig. 4͒ , and c 2D,s /c 2D,m ϭ0.1-10 ͑a likely range͒, the fractional contribution X is slightly lower, but still remains close to 24%.
In order to determine the contribution of the Pt leads to c tot , we repeated this simulation first assuming c 2D,Pt ϭ0, then c 2D,Pt ϭ3ϫ10 Ϫ7 J/K cm 2 in the large k 2D,s /k 2D,m limit (k 2D,s ϭ2ϫ10 Ϫ2 W/K, k 2D,m ϭ2ϫ10 Ϫ7 W/K), and relatively large c 2D,s /c 2D,m limit (c 2D,s ϭ3ϫ10 Ϫ6 J/K cm 2 , c 2D,m ϭ3ϫ10 Ϫ7 J/K cm 2 ). From the difference between c tot obtained in each case, we determined that 29.4% of the Pt leads in the membrane border area contribute to the total specific heat, compared to the purely 1D case of 33%. The difference can be attributed to the fact that the leads have some width ͑hence, are not strictly 1D͒ and are thermally anchored to the membrane. The value 29.4% varies Ϯ1% with different choices for c 2D,s and k 2D,s .
b. Differential method: Difference between two layers Deriving the sample heat capacity directly from c tot is problematic when c 2D,s /c 2D,m and k 2D,s /k 2D,m are not both very large, due both to deviations from a pure exponential ͑shown in Fig. 9͒ and the dependence of border contribution X on these ratios ͑seen in Fig. 10͒ . The relaxation method using the membrane-based devices is most commonly performed in a differential mode, in which a device is measured with a Cu conduction layer only, giving the addenda, and then the same device ͑or its equivalent, given the reproducibility of the Si microfabrication processes͒ is measured with a sample layer added. Conceptually, this can be viewed as taking the difference between the two sets of data shown, for example, in Fig. 8͑b͒ , where data are shown for two different thicknesses of a typical metal. However, care must be taken with this due to possible changes in 2D thermal conductivity on adding the second layer. If the second layer is a typical sample with low thermal conductivity, then k 2D,s changes very little. If, however, the second layer has the same thermal conductivity as the first layer ͑as in Fig. 8 or in a calibration measurement where both layers are Cu͒, then both k 2D,s and c 2D,s double on adding the second layer, this can be seen in the data shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ where the values of c tot for various k 2D,s /k 2D,m are offset along the x axis from each other.
Two significant effects enter into the systematic errors made by the differential method. ͑1͒ In the limit of moderate values of k 2D,s /k 2D,m (Ͻ400), the relaxation is less well fit by a single exponential and deviations are seen from the theoretical values of c tot . These deviations, however, are of the same sign for both the first and second layer ͓see Fig.  8͑b͔͒ so that the difference ͑the sample heat capacity͒ is significantly closer to the correct theoretical value than either layer individually. ͑2͒ The contribution of the membrane border ͑and Pt leads͒ can change due to the changing ratio of c 2D,s /c 2D,m , as seen in Fig. 10 , leading to a systematic error in the differential value of the sample heat capacity even in the limit of extremely high k 2D,s /k 2D,m . This second effect can have either sign, as both c 2D,s /c 2D,m and k 2D,s /k 2D,m change on adding the sample layer, effectively moving between different curves in Fig. 10 . Both of these effects will be discussed below. Figures 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ showed the results for c 2D,s ϭ0.5 J/K cm 2 (t s ϭ900 Å) and c 2D,s ϭ1.0 J/K cm 2 (t s ϭ1800 Å), for a range of k 2D,s /k 2D,m . This can be thought of as an experiment with a first layer of 900 Å of a metal with some thermal conductivity followed by adding a second layer of the same metal, also 900 Å, and measuring again. As in a differential experiment, we take the difference between the first and second layers, as shown by the diagonal arrow in Fig. 8͑b͒ . ͑Note that the second combined layer has higher k 2D,s than the first layer, hence, the diagonal nature of this line͒. Figures 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒ show the simulated additional sample heat capacity c s,sim ϭc tot (second layer) Ϫc tot (first layer) and the error (c s,sim Ϫc s,theory )/c s,theory ͑as a %͒ as a function of the ratio of thermal conductivities k 2D,s /k 2D,m . c s,sim is thus the value obtained from the time decays analyzed as in experiments and c s,theory is the input value c 2D,s A s where A s ϭ0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm. This ''experiment'' was also performed for thicknesses of 2000ϩ2000 Å and showed very similar results.
Figures 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒ showed significant ͑Ͼ10%͒ deviations of the values of and c tot from the large k 2D,s /k 2D,m limit as k 2D,s /k 2D,m drops below 10. However, even at the lowest ratio studied (k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ2), the deviation in the sample specific heat ͑the difference between the two measurements in each ''experiment''͒ is only a few %, significantly less than the deviation in each quantity separately, i.e., the final result for c s,sim in the differential method is less affected by a low k 2D,s /k 2D,m ratio than the intermediate results for , , and c tot . This can be seen visually in the fact that the two curves in Fig. 8͑b͒ are somewhat parallel to each other, causing the deviation in the difference to be substantially smaller than the individual curve's deviation. We note also that for low k 2D,s /k 2D,m , c s,sim is dependent on whether k 2D,s /k 2D,m changes on adding the second layer, even though the additional heat capacity c s,theory is the same, as can be seen in Fig. 8͑b͒ considering the diagonal arrow discussed above compared to a vertical arrow for constant k 2D,s /k 2D,m . Even in the extremely high k 2D,s /k 2D,m ratio limit, the heat capacity obtained for the difference between the first and second layers ͑the ''sample''͒ deviates from the correct ͑input͒ value c s,theory by 1%, as shown in Figs. 11͑a͒ and 11͑b͒. This is because the contribution X from the membrane border to c tot ͑shown in Fig. 10͒ depends on the ratio of c 2D,s to c 2D,m , which changes ͑by a factor of approximately 2͒ on adding the ''sample.'' Physically, this error results from the change in the fractional membrane border contribution to c tot ϭP/⌬T on changing the ratio c 2D,s /c 2D,m by adding the sample. Since this contribution to the addenda changes, the differential method does not correctly account for the addenda. When k 2D,s /k 2D,m remains constant ͑as in the standard measurement with a Cu conduction first layer and a sample layer with low thermal conductivity͒ the change in membrane contribution X with increasing c 2D,s is always negative, causing a systematic underestimate of the sample specific heat in the differential method, ͓proportional to the slope dX/d(c 2D,s /c 2D,m ) , for the appropriate k 2D,s /k 2D,m curve in Fig. 10͔ . For large k 2D,s /k 2D,m , this change is small but not zero. For lower values of k 2D,s /k 2D,m , the membrane contribution change is more significant. In the most general case of a differential method, both k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m varies between the two layers. In that case, as can be deduced from Fig. 10 , the error in the sample specific heat resulting from the dependence of X on (k 2D,s /k 2D,m ,c 2D,s /c 2D,m ) can be negative, positive, or null, depending on whether X increases or decreases. This is why in Fig. 11͑a͒ , where k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m doubled on adding the second layer, c s,sim is larger than the c s,theory for k 2D,s /k 2D,m Ͻ100 and smaller for k 2D,s /k 2D,m Ͼ100.
To determine the error made under standard experimental conditions, we simulated the full differential method of determining sample heat capacity ͑steady-state P/⌬T and time relaxation fit to a single exponential e (Ϫt/) for each layer͒ for a wide range of c 2D,s first and second layers ͑from 0.1 to 300 J/K cm 2 , with intervals equally divided on a log scale, i.e., 1, 1.7, 3, 10,...͒ and c 2D,m ϭ0.3 J/K cm 2 . For these simulations, we used values of k 2D,s /k 2D,m from 10 to 5ϫ10 6 (k 2D,s actually varied, with k 2D,m ϭ0.194 W/K) and assumed that k 2D,s did not change significantly on adding the second ͑sample͒ layer, which was assumed to be of lower thermal conductivity and/or thinner than the first ͑ad-denda͒ layer. For these simulations, Pt contributions were not included (k 2D,Pt ϭc 2D,Pt ϭ0).
In Fig. 12 , we plot the fractional systematic error in (2)͔ where c tot ϭ for a first ͑second͒ layer with obtained from a simple exponential fit to the relaxation data for each layer and ϭ P/⌬T ͑the same for both layers͒. Data points are shown plotted at c 2D,s /c 2D,m ϭmean value of layers 1 and 2 for each point. For a copper conduction layer with thickness equal to the membrane as addenda, the systematic error is below 2% for all possible added samples since neither k 2D,s /k 2D,m nor c 2D,s /c 2D,m can be less than the values for Cu alone ͑Ͼ100 and Ͼ2, respectively͒. c s,sim for various ratios k 2D,s /k 2D,m between 10 and 5 ϫ10
6 . As before, we define c s,sim ϭ͓c tot (layer 2) Ϫc tot (layer 1)͔ where c tot ϵP/⌬T for each layer, and the error is defined as (c s,theory Ϫc s,sim )/c s,theory . This systematic error takes into account errors produced both by the deviations from a single time constant caused by low internal thermal conductivity and the shifts in fractional contribution of the membrane border on increasing the sample heat capacity in the standard difference method technique. In the high ratio limit (5ϫ10 6 ), this systematic error varies between 3% and 0% for values of c 2D,s /c 2D,m ranging from 0.5 to 10. Considering more physical thermal conductivity ratios, k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ100-400, the derivative remains small for physically relevant values of c 2D,s /c 2D,m ranging from 0.5 to 10, hence, the error remains below a few %. In the limit of large c 2D,s /c 2D,m (Ͼ10), where Fig. 10 showed the derivative dX/d(c 2D,s /c 2D,m ) is high even for relatively high intemal thermal conductivity k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ100-400, the fractional contribution of the membrane will change significantly on adding the sample ͑e.g., X goes from 20% to 10% on adding a sample which has c 2D,s /c 2D,m ϭ100). However, the error introduced into the determination of c s by the differential method is nonetheless very small ͑as seen in Fig. 12͒ as the total contribution of the membrane is small compared to the sample.
Thus, the relaxation method is only exact in the limit of large k 2D,s /k 2D,m and large c 2D,s /c 2D,m . The errors introduced as either is reduced, however, partially cancel in the usual differential method of measurement in which the sample heat capacity is determined from the difference between the heat capacity of a device with a conduction layer and a similar device with conduction layer plus sample. Under our standard operating conditions of k 2D,s /k 2D,m Ͼ100, and c 2D,s /c 2D,m between 1 and 10 ͑Cu conduction layer plus sample͒, the error is 2% or less, and would, therefore, likely be dominated by other errors in the measurement, such as uncertainty in sample thickness. Even for relatively low ratios of k 2D,s /k 2D,m ͑e.g. 10͒, the error is below 7% for all reasonable values of c 2D,s /c 2D,m , largely because of the compensating effects of the differential method.
In all cases where the systematic error is large, deviations from single exponential decay are also seen, i.e., the normalized residual becomes larger than the background noise of the simulation that is controlled by the absolute tolerance ͓see Figs. 8͑c͒ and 9͔. Figure 9 shows the deviation from a pure exponential as a function of k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m ; these data nearly perfectly parallel the dependence of systematic errors shown in Fig. 12 . However, the deviation is not as large as perhaps might be expected ͑e.g., even data for the bare membrane shown in Fig. 5 could be qualitatively and mistakenly viewed as exponential͒, and could be masked experimentally by noise; it is, therefore, important to verify that the membrane-based devices are used in limits where systematic errors are calculated to be small, based on estimates of k 2D,s /k 2D,m and c 2D,s /c 2D,m .
C. Analysis of thin Cr film sample
In this section, we discuss further simulations of the microcalorimeters in a limit of low internal thermal conductivity. Specifically, we analyze the time-dependent relaxation simulated and measured for a thin Cr layer only ͑no Cu conduction layer͒, and show that the precise geometry of the micromachined device allows us to extract the specific heat of the Cr, even though a single time constant relaxation is not observed. We are able to demonstrate these results using the existing calorimeters; an improved thermometry design would make this type of analysis a powerful tool.
For this simulation, the 2D thermal conductivity of the Cr derived previously is added to that of the membrane ͑and the Pt in the places shown in Fig. 1͒ in the central 0.25 cmϫ0.25 cm sample area, giving (k 2D,s ϩk 2D,m )/k 2D,m ϭ2.3, well below the desired limit of 100. Figure 13 shows the experimentally measured time-dependent relaxation of thermometer T2. The data are shown normalized to their value at tϭ0. ͑As previously discussed, thermometer T1 is less reliable in limits of low sample thermal conductivity due to its physically distributed nature͒. As anticipated, these data do not fit a single exponential decay ͑semilog plot shown as an inset͒. The temperature relaxation data depend on both c 2D,s (ϭc 2D,Cr ) and c 2D,m , as well as the values of k 2D,s (ϭk 2D,Cr ) and k 2D,m found from the steady-state conditions previously discussed.
We performed an analysis of the data shown in Fig. 13  using k 2D in the sample area, in particular, two positions within the large area thermometer T1, with the c 2D and k 2D parameters found here, were also made, but only qualitatively matched the data for T1, which contain a complicated averaging due to variations in both its temperature and its temperature sensitivity ͑a result of small compositional gradients in the NbSi͒. Finally, the specific heat of Cr is calculated from c 2D,s ϭ0.257 J/K cm 2 , which gives Cϭ3.455 mJ/K g ϭ180 mJ/K mol ͑a density ϭ7.19 g/cm 3 and the molar mass 52.0 g/mol have been used͒.
IV. DISCUSSION
Under conditions similar to our standard experimental operating conditions, with an 1800-Å-thick a-Si-N membrane, an 1800 Å Cu thermal conduction layer, and a sample with heat capacity c s , the simulations confirm the usual relaxation method fitting with a single exponential ext , and confirm the differential determination of c s from ext P/⌬T Ϫc a , with ⌬T measured on either T1 or T2 and c a measured using the same relaxation method (ϭ ext Ј P/⌬T) for the Cu layer alone. ͑We note that c a can be measured on the same device before depositing the sample or on an equivalent device͒. The absolute accuracy is better than 2%, dependent on the ratio of sample heat capacity to addenda heat capacity. This small systematic error ͑Ͻ2%͒ is shown in Figs. 12 and in 11͑b͒ for an 1800 Å membrane and 1800 Å Cu conduction layer, with the second sample layer being either Cu or any other material, k 2D,s /k 2D,m Ͼ100 and c 2D,s /c 2D,m Ͼ2. It is important to note that this absolute systematic error of Ͻ2% for any sample of any thickness refers only to the systematic errors discussed in this article, not the many other experimental errors inherent in measuring a thin film sample such as uncertainty in sample thickness and noise, both of which will introduce errors that depend on sample thickness. Figure 12 can be used to provide a first-order iterative correction to the experimentally determined heat capacity based on the measured values of c 2D,s and c 2D,m ; this is useful if other uncertainties such as film thickness are better than 2%, or if it is desired to eliminate the Cu layer such as for a sample of moderately high thermal conductivity. In a high precision experiment, c 2D,s for a real sample would be estimated from a traditional difference method: the sample's estimated 2D heat capacity is determined from ͓c tot (addendaϩsample)Ϫc tot (addenda)͔/A s . ͑Here, addenda ϩsample refers to a device measured with Cu conduction layerϩsample; addenda to a device with conduction layer only͒. This is then added to the Cu 2D heat capacity c 2D,Cu to give c 2D,s . The resulting estimate for the total c 2D,s /c 2D,m then gives a % correction to c 2D,s based on Fig. 12 ; this % correction would then be used to correct the sample heat capacity itself, since the Cu conduction layer contribution to c 2D,s did not change between the two measurements ͑the systematic error comes from the changing value of membrane contribution X͒. When a Cu layer is used, k 2D,s /k 2D,m exceeds 100 for both addenda and addenda plus sample, and the difference in Fig. 12 between k 2D,s /k 2D,m ϭ100 and 5 ϫ10 6 is small, hence, the increased value of k 2D,s /k 2D,m on adding the sample is likely to be not important. If no Cu layer is used, the changing value of k 2D,s /k 2D,m would need to be considered, and the errors and their corrections in k, c tot , and changing membrane contribution X calculated directly from Figs. 3, 8 , and 10.
The availability of two thermometers on opposite sides of the sample area with respect to the heater ͑which is asymmetric͒ gives the possibility of improving the accuracy of the specific heat measurement by making simulations of data as was done here for the Cr film. We note also that the quantitative simulation technique in this thin film limit could be improved by using a simpler design of the thermometry circuits on the microcalorimeter, in particular, matching the geometries of T1 and T2 to the isothermal contour lines. In addition, a quantitative study of the thermal properties of the Pt films would reduce the uncertainty in the thermal parameters used to describe the leads and heater.
We briefly comment on the values obtained in this work. The thermal conductivity of low stress a-Si-N is significantly larger than that of vitreous silica and silica-based glasses at 20 K, but is consistent with other values reported for low stress a-Si-N. 15, 20, 27 We have also found that the plateau commonly observed in the thermal conductivity of insulating glasses is at 30-50 K in a-Si-N, while it is near 10 K in silica glasses, and the specific heat ͑in J/g K͒ of a-Si-N is smaller. 23 The thermal conductivity of the Cr film ͑23.5 mW/K cm͒ is low, which is a consequence of the disorder of the sputtered film. Measurement of the resistivity of Cr films deposited under similar conditions show a residual resistivity of 15 ⍀ cm, which gives Lϭk/Tϭ1.73ϫ10 constant technique, using an 1800-Å-thick Cu film as a thermal conduction layer. 16 In this previous measurement, we found C Cr ϭ234 mJ/K molϮ70 mJ/K mol at 20 K; the contribution of the Cr film at 20 K was only 10% of the total heat capacity so that the error in c Cr was of order 30%. Using the numerical technique described here, with no Cu layer, c Cr is found with less uncertainty as it represents 50% of c tot . We note that this numerical technique is especially adapted to measurement of the low-temperature specific heat of superconducting films and particles for two reasons: ͑1͒ the thermal conductivity of metals is lowered in the superconducting state and ͑2͒ using a metallic thermal conduction layer would introduce spurious effects because of the proximity effect. The technique can be straightforwardly adapted to measurement of the specific heat of submicron particles deposited on the membrane as the local thermal parameters can be controlled in the calculation.
